A crowd of cowboys

Cowboys from all over gathered Saturday and Sunday for Cal Poly's Fall Rodeo. Polly's women's team roped a second place finish behind Fresno State. The men's team placed third.

---

Police ask students for help

Detective hopes someone can ID former ag major wanted in assault

By Lori Cheeseman
Staff Writer

The San Luis Obispo Police Department has issued a CRIME STOPPERS advisory for a man who attacked a 25-year-old Cal Poly student on Oct. 20.

The victim was hit in the face and severely beaten in her apartment.

The suspect, who also goes by the name "Crawfish," was last seen with a white male, 25 years old, 6 feet tall, 185 pounds and clean-shaven with dark brown hair worn long in the back.

"I can't file a restraining order until I know who it is," Clayton said. "Someone at Poly knows who this guy is. Someone might have been another victim of his. Anyway, I'd like to catch him, and I need the students to help."

Officials have not been able to find any Cal Poly records on a man named "Dan," who matches the description of a suspect in the case.

This represents roughly 7 percent of the student body, he said. Anyway, I'd like to catch him, and I need the students to help."

Officials have not been able to find any Cal Poly records on a man named "Dan," who matches the description of a suspect in the case.

Since their meeting, the victim has been attacked and severely beaten three times.

"He is restless," Clayton said. "The victim knows who this guy is. Someone might have been another victim of his.

Anyway, I'd like to catch him, and I need the students to help."

Detective Greg Clayton
SLO Police detective

"Someone at Poly knows who this guy is. Anyway, I'd like to catch him."

---

Poly student faces four more charges

By Amy Koval
Staff Writer

Deputy District Attorney Karen Gray will present today the addition of four felony charges to the complaint against former Cal Poly football lineman Anthony J. Trueba.

Trueba has already been charged with one felony count of supplying marijuana to minors and one misdemeanor charge of gambling to the delinquency of a minor.

The amendment of four additional felony charges of supplying marijuana to minors is being proposed today at 8:30 a.m.

If the proposal is accepted by the judge and the defense attorney, Trueba's case will be plea-bargained.

If an agreement is reached between the two parties, Trueba will be sentenced immediately and the case will go to a preliminary hearing on Friday at 1:30 p.m.

---

Sacramento cuts down resolution to ax Munitz

By Allison Gatlin
Staff Writer

Sacramento State's Associated Students voted 8 to 2 against a resolution calling for the removal of Chancellor Barry Munitz from office.

The same day, student leaders at CSU Stanislaus voted 7 to 5 to pass a separate resolution calling for a questioning of Munitz about his reported unethical business practices. Sacramento's Nov. 5 vote came after several weeks of petitions and rallies voicing student disapproval of Munitz. Efforts included a teach-in and an open meeting with Munitz in late October.

"They felt that this (resolution) would alienate students from administration and the chancellor. We didn't need that," said Ken Pawlowski, Sac State ASI representative and author of the resolution.

More than 100 students supporting the resolution attended the vote. Supporters collected more than 1,500 signatures in favor of the resolution prior to the vote, said Steve Robinson, news editor of Sacramento State's newspaper, The Hornet. This represents roughly 7 percent of the student body, he said.

ASI leaders felt that the resolution did not adequately represent the views of the student body, Pawlowski said. The 1,500 signatures were not enough, although 1,622 votes elected the Sac State ASI president in the last election. "It was enough to elect a president, it should be enough for an issue," he said.

The representatives also cited student apathy in voting down the resolution. Trish Porter, student coordinator in the campaign supporting the Sac State resolution, said, "They felt most of the students didn't feel one way or the other."

While Sacramento State's resolution was voted down, the Associated Students of CSU Stanislaus passed a similar measure.

Gary Friedman, Stanislaus ASI senior-at-large and author of the resolution, said it calls for the university's president, C. Jack Ledwith, a speech communications senior, and Vince Holloway, a business junior.

See ASSAULT, page 8

See FORUM, page 8

---

AIDS...

This week's Insights takes an in-depth look at the disease in SLO and how Magic Johnson's announcement is improving awareness.

---

Holiday spirit...

Cal Poly clubs gear up for the seventh annual Holiday Sharing Drive.

---

Thursday weather:
Sunny after morning fog
High: 10w 70s
Low: 60s
Winds n.w. 15 mph
4 ft. seas 8 ft. n.w. swells
South Korea asks for assistance from China

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — President Roh Tae-woo Tuesday requested China's help to stop nuclear weapons development in North Korea, government sources said.

The request for assistance came in the first meeting between a Chinese foreign minister and the chief executive of South Korea. The two countries have no diplomatic relations.

The minister, Qian Qichen, is the highest-ranking Chinese official ever to visit South Korea.

Gulf veterans warned against giving blood

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon said Tuesday the half a million Persian Gulf War veterans and other visitors to the region should refrain from giving blood because 22 servicemen were infected with a potentially fatal disease.

The disease is a parasite known as Leishmania and is spread by bites from sandflies. It is cured through intravenous drug treatment.

Fifteen of the 22 infected servicemen have skin lesions, the Pentagon said in a statement.

Ultrafast X-ray shows early stages of disease

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — A super speedy X-ray machine that snaps stop-action pictures of the beating heart is the first accurate, easy way to reveal the early stages of heart disease in outwardly healthy people, researchers report.

Some doctors believe the device, called an ultrafast CT scanner, will identify people at high risk of heart trouble 20 years before they suffer heart attacks.

They say the device someday will be even more important than cholesterol tests.

How American Express helps you cover more territory. For less money.

Become a Student Cardmember today and get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

Membership Has Its Privileges®
SLO, Poly try high-tech tickets

Hand-held computer reduces error, links office, field

By Debbie Aherle
Staff Writer

A new hand-held computer has increased the efficiency and speed of giving parking citations both downtown and at Cal Poly. Rather than writing down information on an illegally parked car, parking officers who use this system accomplish the same task at the touch of a few buttons, said Keith Opalewski, parking manager for the Public Works Department.

The computer contains coded keys with which parking officers enter a vehicle’s make, model and all other pertinent information for a citation, Opalewski said. After the data has been entered, the computer prints out the ticket. The information is then downloaded into the system’s main computer, Opalewski said.

The system’s major advantage is that it saves money in the processing of tickets.

“Before, we had a stack of often illegibly-written tickets, which someone had to enter into our office’s main computer,” Opalewski said. “We had a lot of data entry errors, but that’s a thing of the past now.”

On campus, Cal Poly spent $30,000 to implement the hardware and software for this system, and to purchase eight of the $3,000 hand-held units, said Cindy Campbell, Cal Poly’s parking administrator.

The system’s computer system contains a “hot list” of vehicles who have five to 10 unpaid parking tickets on file, Opalewski said. Those vehicles will automatically be towed, Opalewski said.

“One we will soon be using clamps on vehicles, as Cal Poly does now, and cars cannot be moved until all outstanding tickets are paid,” Opalewski said.

See CITATIONS, page 8
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

All should have pride in sports

When reading the informa-
tion in Mustang Daily regard-
ing the referendum, I am sad-
sated that the majority of the engineering students and most the IRA athletics referendum.
questions about the $11 ASI referendum and from the audience.

I feel sorry for you, Gall, you seem to be living in your own fantasy world. I do not see how you came to the conclusion that there is "blatant discrimination on campus" concerning CIT recruitment and the ROTC program. You show no evidence to support your statement. The fact that the CIT application process is more based on activity and does not show that they discriminate against homosexuals. You show no proof that answering this question will result in not being hired. Your statement that the CIT is responsible for 6 million deaths is hard to believe. Your evidence is weak. Why would we believe an ex-CIA agent that we have never even heard of?

"You also stated that ROTC publicizes death and destruction around the world," this should be cited. ROTC offers students courses in leadership, management and communication skills. And it provides scholarships and funding for some students to attend college. It is a program that is worthwhile and beneficial to the students who are involved in it.

Furthermore, if the U.S. armed forces were responsible for 6 million deaths, that is part of the price of war. I don't want them in my area and going to school here.

Scott Mollahan

Mustang Daily

IRA Referendum Public Forum

Thursday, November 13, 1991

AiS, KPGR and Mustang Daily are co-sponsoring a speakers forum Thursday at Chumash Auditorium from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

The first two-thirds of the forum will include statements from representatives of both sides of the $43 IRA athletics referendum, questions from a media panel, and questions from the audience.

The last third of the forum will be open to questions about the $11 ASI referendum and the $3 non-athletic IRA referendum, in addition to the IRA athletics referendum.

Everyone is welcome.

IRA Referendum Public Forum

Thursday, November 13, 1991
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With AIDS, there's no such thing as untouchable ... even in San Luis Obispo

By Carolyn Nielsen

Arvin "Magic" Johnson's announcement last week that he tested positive for the HIV virus and all the morbid hype surrounding the disclosure generated an outpouring of sorrow for the basketball great.

It made people realize that even the "untouchables" are within reach.

Health officials throughout San Luis Obispo County said they see Johnson's announcement as a billboard for informing people that the AIDS virus is not just for homosexuals, IV drug users and hemophiliacs.

"In the '80s, AIDS was just numbers. In the '90s, AIDS will be a face when you have a friend who gets infected," said Rilyn Down, peer health education coordinator at Cal Poly.

"In the '80s, AIDS was just numbers. In the '90s, AIDS will be a face when you have a friend who gets infected," said Rilyn Down, peer health education coordinator at Cal Poly.

"I'm glad we don't release statistics from the Health Center should take is to be a face when you have a friend who gets infected," said Rilyn Down, peer health education coordinator at Cal Poly.

Statistics from the County Health Department show a different picture. There are 21 cases of full-blown AIDS in people ages 20 to 29 in San Luis Obispo County. There are 52 cases among those age 30 to 39.

According to Health Department data as of Sept. 30, 478 people tested HIV-positive in San Luis Obispo County.

Of those, 97 have full-blown AIDS. Statistics show 30 of those people contracted the virus through homosexual activity, 13 through bisexual contact, 11 from intravenous drug use, 20 from homosexual, bisexual and IV drug use, 3 from heterosexual intercourse, none from hemophiliac blood transfusions. In 11 cases the cause is currently undetermined.

Marsha Bollinger, AIDS program coordinator for the County Health Department, explained that age statistics of full-blown cases do not give the wholeness about AIDS because people can test HIV-positive without showing any signs of illness for years.

"People could have contracted the virus when they were in their 20s and not actually get sick until they were in their 30s. Then they wouldn't show up on college-age statistics," she said.

Joan Cirone, Cal Poly Health Center nursing supervisor, would not release statistics regarding student AIDS and HIV-positive cases.

"I'm glad we don't release them because it preserves student anonymity. All we do is look at the community statistics," she said. Cirone said she thinks these are indicative of campus figures.

Archie Palencia, a mechanical engineering sophomore, said he thinks the Health Center should release statistics.

"Everyone thinks it's not going to happen to them. Magic Johnson was the last person who thought it would happen to him. I think one of the first steps the Health Center should take is to get some campus statistics because people are totally oblivious that it exists here and that would keep us aware," he said.

Cirone said AIDS tests are not released at the Health Center by request only. The Health Center charges $14 per test; results are available two weeks later.

Each time a test is requested, a clinician provides both pre- and post-test counseling to the student to discuss safe and unsafe sexual behavior, she said.

Down said that AIDS tests done at the Health Center are confidential, but they are not anonymous and they go on your health record.

Tests done at the Health Department are free and anonymous, Down said. She said that people are given a number and don't have to give their names.

Statistics show that the Health Department does about 500 tests a month and this number is on the rise.

Bollinger said that the nationwide trend is an increase in heterosexual transmission. She said this trend will find its way into San Luis Obispo County.

When asked if she feels Cal Poly students are well-educated about AIDS, Bollinger responded, "If you would have asked me that a week ago, I would have said 'no', but since Magic Johnson's announcement I think people will question their sexual behavior and make changes."

A local physician, Dr. Donald Smilovitz is conducting a study on AIDS in San Luis Obispo County. "Hopefully he (Magic Johnson) will have a good impact on young people. However, he should be talking about abstinence, not just condoms. Something like 14 percent of women get pregnant using condoms. Something's not right, either they're not used right or not used every time. But, even with condoms there can still be breakage or spillage. To get everyone to use them would be a marked improvement in the right direction, but he needs to advocate some abstinence," he said.

Smilovitz thinks physicians should legally be allowed to track patients "the right questions" include: Are you sexually active? Do you use a condom? Have you ever had gay sex or has your partner? Have you used IV drugs or has your partner?

Have you had more than two partners in the last year? Did you have a blood transfusion before blood was tested?

Smilovitz said he thinks people need to be tested for two reasons. First, if the disease is discovered in an early stage, a physicist can start treatment right away and perhaps administer a drug that may help to prolong life. Second, someone once tested HIV-positive, the chain of transmission can be stopped. Smilovitz said he thinks doctors should legally be allowed to track the disease through the infected person's sexual partners.

Out of the 435 samples taken so far, three have shown positive. Smilovitz hopes this will raise awareness and people will say, "Wow, that's a lot of people in little San Luis Obispo."

Jason Wells, EOC Family Planning Health Educator, said, "People in our beautiful downtown SLO need to realize it happens. It's not that it could happen, it does." Wells teaches what he calls "high-risk" groups around the county about the virus.

"High-risk" groups include juvenile halls, runaway shelters See INSIGHT, page 9
A chance to share the holidays

By Lori Cheeseman
Staff Writer

As the holiday season approaches, Cal Poly students have an opportunity to help make it special for someone in San Luis Obispo.

The seventh annual Cal Poly Holiday Sharing Drive is just another way students can give something to the community, said Glen Badgley, a Student Community Services chairperson for the event.

"There are many people in our community who are less privileged than the students here at Cal Poly," said Badgley, a social sciences senior. "The holidays are a great time to work in the community, and I would like to see every club on campus get involved with something." Badgley, who is on the Board of Directors for SCS special events, said more than 40 clubs have signed up for the Sharing Drive which takes place from Nov. 10 to Dec. 5.

While some clubs have annual philanthropic events, such as the Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic canned food drive and the AMA holiday party at The Village retirement home, director of Grassroots, "This kind of hands-on project is a good way for students to see the problems in our community and realize that every little bit helps."

Fowler, a 1973 Poly social sciences graduate, said that the holidays are hard times for struggling members of the community.

"It can be a time of loneliness and depression," she said. "It's a hard time to feel forgotten. When the student sees where that single can of food he collected has gone...he understands."

Anyone interested can sign-up in the Student Life and Activities office in the University Union.

Teacher center joins U.S. project

By Carolyn Nielsen
Staff Writer

Cal Poly's Center for Teacher Education has been chosen as one of eight sites nationwide to begin a program to improve teacher quality.

A steering committee met yesterday to discuss how Cal Poly's program could be improved.

The program is already considered to be strong, which justifies its selection as one out of the 275 schools that were interested in participating, said Bopper Soder, associate director of the University of Washington's Center for Educational Renewal.

Of the eight schools chosen, Cal Poly is the only site in California.

The program was developed at the University of Washington last year after the school conducted what Soder called "the largest study of teacher education ever."

Soder said Cal Poly was chosen because of its great amount of commitment by the faculty. "Cal Poly has the capability to do it, they have the people and the commitment," she said. "One is nothing without the other."

Other factors in Cal Poly's favor were its administrative support and the attention paid to education.

Cal Poly moved its teacher education program from the School of Professional Studies and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education last fall quarter. Soder also cited Cal Poly's program as having good relations with primary and secondary school districts.

What makes this program different is that involves a simultaneous restructuring of both the Teacher center joins U.S. project and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education.

Soder said education and teacher education last fall quarter. Soder also cited Cal Poly's program as having good relations with primary and secondary school districts.

What makes this program different is that involves a simultaneous restructuring of both the Teacher center joins U.S. project and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education.

Soder said education and teacher education last fall quarter. Soder also cited Cal Poly's program as having good relations with primary and secondary school districts.

What makes this program different is that involves a simultaneous restructuring of both the Teacher center joins U.S. project and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education.

Soder said education and teacher education last fall quarter. Soder also cited Cal Poly's program as having good relations with primary and secondary school districts.

What makes this program different is that involves a simultaneous restructuring of both the Teacher center joins U.S. project and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education.

Soder said education and teacher education last fall quarter. Soder also cited Cal Poly's program as having good relations with primary and secondary school districts.

What makes this program different is that involves a simultaneous restructuring of both the Teacher center joins U.S. project and Education into its own Center for Teacher Education.
ASI will hire a full-time professional to coordinate and implement more cultural diversity events and programs. The coordinator will work with ASI cultural clubs to promote interest and participation in this area. The budgets of three ASI cultural organizations — Afro-American Student Union, M.E.Ch.A. and the Filipino Cultural Exchange — will be expanded so that more cultural events may happen on campus with little charge to students. Also, many of the other clubs on campus will be asked to become ASI cultural clubs so that their programs and budgets can be coordinated with the Multicultural Center.

A stronger, more recognized ASI Program Board. The Program Board (i.e. Concerts, Special Events) will be able to bring bigger entertainment events to Cal Poly as a result of this increase. Additionally, there will be a greater variety of entertainment with regards to other areas of Program Board, such as Speakers Forum and Fine Arts.

An expanded Sports Club Program. A full-time professional Sports Club coordinator will be hired to enhance the current ASI Sports Club Program. This coordinator will allow for an expanded program and more student participation. The number of club sports will rise from eight to 24. The coordinator will help with competitions, corporate sponsorships and promotion.

A larger Student Com-

See ASI, page 10

ASI

From page 7
The IRA referendum will be split into two different categories — athletics and co-curricular activities. The purpose of this article is to educate the students on the ASI referendum which will also on the ballot. The ASI referendum will propose an $11 fee increase to maintain ASI programs at their current level, provide for inflationary adjustments and also provide many programmatic enhancements.

ASI serves as a "bank" for most campus clubs and organizations. ASI's professional staff advises various government entities, clubs and organizations. Moreover, ASI supports more than 40 various student programs and works with campus councils. Currently Cal Poly students pay quarterly fees to ASI. Students pay $20 in fall (i.e. $15 in winter, $15 in spring and $13 in summer).

Students voted to give $4 per quarter for athletic scholarships, $1 per quarter for the construction of the new Children's Center and $1 per quarter for business administration costs and for ASI programs. ASI has not received a fee increase since the 1984-85 academic year. Inflation, increased operating costs and budget cuts have caused students' quarterly fees not to stretch that far. ASI's fee income is expected to decrease by approximately $60,000 in the next year. ASI will no longer be able to maintain student programs at their current level. An ASI fee increase is needed.

The following is a brief summary of some of the programmatic enhancements that will be implemented if the fee increase passes:

- An expanded Multicultural Center and club program.
- A stronger, more recognized ASI program board.
- A full-time professional sports club coordinator will be hired to enhance the current ASI sports club program.
- A larger student community.

The IRA referendum will be on the ballot. — athletics and co-curricular activities. ASI's professional staff proposes an $11 fee increase to educate the students on the programs. Some of these programs include Disabled Students, the Marching Band, the Multicultural Center and all school councils.
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Just $28.80

LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE DAT NMB NCLEX

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN Educational Center Ltd.
Wells said instead of dwelling on facts, he wants to work on behaviors. "By now most people have heard AIDS 101. They know how you get it, but the majority of people are in denial about their actual risk. Magic Johnson will open a lot of eyes," he said.

"It's a fact that many sixth graders are having sex. They have a lot of questions. They don't realize how bad this disease is or how terrible the death rate is," he said.

Down said she thinks Cal Poly students "generally don't want to hear about it." Cal Poly's peer education sexuality team is made of seven women and one man. Down said they mainly give workshops to campus groups and are also available for one-on-one consultations.

"We're all college kids, so we're easy to talk to," she said. Down said that when she gives a workshop she thinks people leave with a feeling of vulnerability after seeing how susceptible they are and a feeling of security because they are more aware of the disease and how it's contracted.

"There is a lot of 'AIDS phobia' on this campus because people are unaware of how the disease works. People think it doesn't have to do with them or it won't affect them," she said. "If they knew someone with AIDS, I think they would probably try to avoid them."

Want A Fun Job On A Tropical Island?

Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf? Dance? Sing? Play piano or other musical instruments? Not afraid to work hard? Are you interested in an opportunity to learn Japanese? Or are you just a great personality who can entertain others into having the time of their lives? If you can do one or more of these activities, we have the job for you.

PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB

has beach resorts in Micronesia that cater to guests who want to be entertained and play water sports and tennis. We have openings for...

Recreation Coordinators And Entertainers

Persons to organize and instruct water and beach sports, direct games, arts and crafts, and to sing and dance in nightly shows. Applicants should be high energy, extroverted outdoor types with recreation, sports or theatrical experience. Japanese language not essential, but preferred. Willingness to work hard and learn Japanese is necessary. We provide housing, meals and other fringe benefits including round-trip airfares.

We will be on campus November 14 and 15. You must attend an informational session to interview. Sessions will be held Nov. 14 from 9-10 a.m. and from 1-2 p.m. and Nov. 15 from 9-10 a.m.

Contact the Career Placement Center for more information.

RAND Graduate School
(RGS, Santa Monica)
Ph.D. in Public Policy

An RGS Admissions conduct student interviews on campus on Thursday, November 21st with Career Services at 756-2501. Pre-requisite is a minimum of a Masters Degree (any field) by Fall 1992. RAND is an Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
1991 MUSTANG FOOTBALL
The Tradition Lives On....... 

Cal Poly vs. Portland State
Saturday ■ November 16, 1991

Free Admission to All Cal Poly Students
(students must present Valid I.D. @ the Gate)

■ Come Join the Excitement as the Mustangs contend for their second consecutive Western Football Conference title.
■ Be a part of the 79-year tradition of Cal Poly Football!
■ Join the Mustang Boosters and Athletic Department Staff for a hamburger during pre-game activities behind Mustang Stadium, compliments of the Mustang Boosters.
■ Show your Support and School Spirit that will keep the Cal Poly Tradition Alive!!!
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kindergarten through 12th grade schools and the universities that are preparing new teachers, Soder said.

"We have tried for years to make improvements either in schools or with teacher education. But, we have never tried to improve both simultaneously," Soder said.

Soder said his main objective is to work more closely with the School of Liberal Arts to prepare students in the different dimensions of teaching.

The goals of education

"Teaching is a moral and political endeavor," he said. "It is the teacher's job to teach what is right and wrong, what is good and evil. This is ignored entirely."

"You shouldn't just measure schools in terms of techniques and efficiency. The classroom is the beginning of a moral community," he said.

He said the main problem with the existing system is that student teachers go into schools with new ideas that end up getting stifled. "They run up against a wall of people saying 'this is the real world.' There is no chance they will convince the others to adopt their methods and they end up molding into the existing system," he said.

The steering committee — comprised of Cal Poly faculty, local primary and secondary school teachers and principals — discussed current problems in the system and created task forces to research solutions.

Susan Roper, director of Cal Poly's Center for Teacher Education said she was very pleased with the outcome of the meeting.

Three task forces

The committee established three task forces. The first deals with curriculum. It will examine the required courses for education majors and make recommendations. The second committee will review the selection process of the professors who supervise student teachers. The third will research teacher diversity and bilingual education.

"I think the key to getting a teaching job in California is to have a background in teaching children with limited English," Roper said.

"The number of students in this area with limited English speaking ability has doubled in the last year."

Roper said the center's current program is strong in that the quality of both its students and faculty are top quality.

"When I go out into the public schools, principals really brag about Cal Poly's student teachers," she said.

ASI
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Community Services Program

Due to lottery cuts, SCS has lost approximately $40,000. To enhance community and Cal Poly student relations, SCS will be expanding budgets for programs including Outreach, Poly Pals, Network, Study Bubbles, Beyond Shelter and Child Abuse Prevention. SCS will be developing six new programs and the whole program will be run at a higher level of professionalism.

If the fee increase fails, cutbacks will occur in all ASI program budgets next year. If it passes, programs will be maintained and expanded.

For more information, call ASI at 756-1293.
The following information pertains to the IRA fee increase:

A $3.00 quarterly fee increase for athletic-related activities to cover costs incurred by inflation and to provide the opportunity for new programming ideas to be implemented.

A $43.00 quarterly fee increase for athletics that will be phased in over three years. In the first year, students will pay $19 per quarter. In the second year, the fee will increase by $15 to $34 per quarter. In the third year the fee will increase by $19 to a total of $53 a quarter.

What will happen if the Athletic Referendum does not pass?

What programs will be affected?

The following eight sports have been recommended by the Athletic Department to be kept: Men's and Women's Tennis, Men's and Women's Cross Country, Men's Soccer and Women's Softball. Therefore, Baseball, Basketball, Volleyball, Men's and Women's Tennis and Men's and Women's Swimming would be cut. With the current level of funding it is extremely unlikely that the University can support more than an 8 sport program. President Baer has the final decision on which sports will be cut.

Will private funding be sought?

According to President Baer, "funding is the only option." Private funding is a possibility, but this has not been adequate as in the past due to insufficient support from alumni and the local community. All of the sports would move to one single division. These sports are Baseball, Men's and Women's Basketball, Men's and Women's Cross Country, Football, Softball, Soccer, Men's and Women's Swimming, Men's and Women's Tennis, Men's and Women's Track, Volleyball and Wrestling (volleyball and wrestling are already in Division I and would stay in their current classifications). Another women's team would be added to comply with Title IX which provides for a balance between men's and women's sports.

When would the move to Division I take place?

In the summer of 1992. By the end of the academic year, men's and women's basketball, women's volleyball and wrestling will be in Division I. The men's team will be in Division I starting in the fall of 1993. The number of schools that are competing in Division I is declining rapidly on the West Coast. Cal State Sacramento and Cal State Northridge have already moved their programs to Division I. University of California, Davis, is currently facing the same issues as Cal Poly with a decision to move their program to Division I. A new National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rule makes it mandatory for programs to participate in the NCAA if their sports must compete in the same division that football is. Because of this rule, which prohibits multi-sports athletic programs, and because of the possibility of a more affordable division IAA scholarship cost containment division being created for football, many other schools are faced with making the same decision that we are.
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